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Abstract 
During recent years the interest in computer aided 
modeling and simulation of complex multi-domain sys-
tems have increased significantly. The evolution of the 
declarative equation-based object-oriented (EOO) 
modeling language Modelica is a prime example of 
such a trend. The inherent acausal modeling possibili-
ties and the hybrid modeling capabilities are two fea-
tures that make Modelica superior. The Modelica 
community (Modelica 2009 [1], Fritzson 2004 [2]) has 
achieved considerable success through the development 
of libraries for a number of different technical domains.  

OpenModelica is an open source platform for mod-
eling and simulation of complex physical systems 
based on Modelica (OpenModelica 2009 [3]). It is in-
tended for both commercial and academic use. The de-
velopment is supported by the non-profit organization 
Open Source Modelica Consortium. The most impor-
tant parts of the platform are: OpenModelica Compiler 
(OMC), the interactive session handler (OMShell), and 
DrModelica with the electronic notebook, and an Ec-
lipse plug-in MDT for large-scale library and compiler 
development [4]. For interoperability with other tools 
and languages Modelica models can be represented in 
XML (The Extensible Markup Language), is in Mod-
elicaXML (Pop 2003[5]), and a general Java-Modelica 
interface [7].  Furthermore, within this platform the 
MetaModelica extension of the Modelica language is 
available for modeling the meaning of languages, e.g. 
Modelica, and mechanisms for model transformations. 

Often in a design process there is a need to make a 
model parameter sweep in order to find an optimal so-
lution to a design problem, or as an improvement itera-
tion of an existing design. For example, which design 
parameter values will give the minimum energy con-
sumption in a car model. This often requires the intero-
perability of several tools. The aim of this paper is to 
illustrate the capabilities of the OpenModelica platform 
in this aspect. The parameter sweep is performed as a 
Monte Carlo simulation of a Modelica model (Källdahl 
2007 [6]).  

The Python language is used to set up the simula-
tion parameters, the uncertainty distributions, as well as 
calling the OpenModelica compiler and simulator with 
the updated parameters in each step. The model varia-
ble of interest in the results can either be further ana-
lyzed in Python or exported to a Matlab file for further 
analyses. 
 
Keywords: OpenModelica, Python, interoperability, 
Modelica. 

1 The Modelica Language 
In the late 90th people from both the academic commu-
nity and industry joined forces to define and standard-
ize a multi-domain modeling language, Modelica. Like 
other languages designed at the time the object-oriented 
approach for modeling the dynamic behavior of engi-
neering systems was adopted. In December 1999, the 
first version of Modelica, version 1.3 was released. 
Since then, the Modelica design group has had many 
meetings, resulting new versions of the Modelica lan-
guage. For example, the latest release, Modelica 3.1, 
introduces the decouple operator for parallel compu-
ting, among other new features (Modelica 2009 [1]).  

The freely available Modelica Standard Library 
(MSL) contains many model components and examples 
from different application domains. Such components 
can be easily adopted by the modeler and integrated in 
his/her own application model. The inherent acasual 
capabilities built into the language lets the user express 
relationship between variables which gives more reusa-
bility compared to software based on assignment 
statements and related constructs as in conventional 
programming languages. 

Furthermore, models in Modelica are described ma-
thematically by Hybrid Differential, Algebraic Equa-
tions (HDAEs). The hybrid is referring to the fact that 
both continuous-time and discrete-time variables are 
handled, (Bachmann 2006 [9]). 



                       

2 OpenModelica Platform 
In 2002 an initiative was taken by PELAB, [10] to de-
velop an open source platform for the Modelica lan-
guage based on more than 20 years of in-house expe-
rience of research in compiler construction. This effort 
was gradually expanded, and in 2007 an international 
consortium was formed to support the open source ef-
fort (OpenModelica 2009 [3]). Previously, the only 
option for the Modelica community, i.e. Modelica us-
ers, for simulating Modelica models was to use com-
mercial tools.  

The main goal for this open source platform is to 
create a complete environment for modeling, compiling 
and simulating Modelica models based on free soft-
ware. Both the source code and the binaries are freely 
available and supported for a variety of intended uses in 
research, teaching as well as in industry. 

The platform was originally written in a language 
called RML (Relational Meta Language), which is a 
popular formalism for compiler semantics. This formal-
ism allows efficient compilation combined with opti-
mized C code. This was later (2006) replaced by an 
extension to Modelica itself, MetaModelica, and the 
whole compiler was migrated to MetaModelica 

The OpenModelica environment compiler translates 
the Modelica model into a flat Modelica code first and 
then into C code after a couple of more steps.  Also an 
interactive command handler, i.e., a shell, for executing 
Modelica scripts and functions etc., is also provided in 
the environment. 

3 Interoperability 
Although the OpenModelica environment is a powerful 
tool when it comes to modeling engineering problems, 
there are situations when you need interoperability with 
other platforms. A general trend in product develop-
ment is the usage of distributed resources for tackling 
the increasing complexity of technical systems. In the 
OpenPROD project, [11] the OpenModelica platform is 
used as the basis for integrating hardware and software 
models from different platforms. There are four options 
for interoperating with the OpenModelica platform.  

The first method is via the scripting interface of the 
platform, The Modelica scripting language (.mos files) 
which is used in this paper. The OpenModelica compi-
ler is just called with this script as an argument in each 
iteration.  

In the second method you just need the scripting in-
terface once for building the model. The output execut-
able file plus the initialization file for the parameter 
settings is used in each iteration.  

The third option is to use the Corba interface for in-
voking the compiler and then just use the scripting in-
terface to send commands to the compiler via this inter-
face, [3].  

The fourth variant is to use external function calls to 
directly communicate with the executing simulation 
process. 

Often in a design process there are uncertainties as-
sociated with some of the design variables. One way of 
dealing with these uncertainties is to perform a parame-
ter sweep, e.g. Monte Carlo simulations, in order to 
decide which parameter value that returns the optimal 
result. In this section an example of such an interopera-
bility feature in OpenModelica is given in the form of a 
Monte Carlo simulation. The underlying Modelica 
model used in this paper for illustrating the platform’s 
capabilities is based on ecohydrological feedbacks in 
arid regions, [12]. The rainfall is in this case the uncer-
tain parameter that is swept with a uniform random 
density function. The result is exported to MATLAB, 
[13], for further analyses. 

3.1 Monte Carlo Simulations 

The Monte Carlo simulation is performed in such way 
that a random parameter is generated in a Python script 
and then passed to OpenModelica via the scripting in-
terface. The Python scripts in this example for perform-
ing a parameter sweep on a Modelica model are divided 
in three scripts, see Appendix B,  
MC_RootMoisture.py, make_OMScript.py,  and 
sim.py, see Fig. 1. 

 

               

Figure 1. The execution sequence. 



                       

The first script is responsible for initiating the simula-
tions by calling the other Python scripts and calling 
OpenModelica through the command interface.  

In this example the result is passed to MATLAB for 
further calculations. The analyses performed here are 
the mean value and standard deviation calculations of 
the root biomass density against the soil moisture satu-
ration level for each iteration. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The biomass (x-axis) vs. the moisture saturation 
level (y-axis) efter each iteration  

The root biomass density is plotted against the soil 
moisture saturation level in Fig 2. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Mean biomass vs. moisture saturation level after 
each loop 

 

In Fig 3 the mean value of biomass is plotted against 
the moisture saturation level after each step. 

The standard deviation is illustrated in Fig 4. for the 
two important variables in this problem. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Standard deviation of biomass vs. moisture after 
each iteration 

4 Conclusions 
The Modelica language has proven itself when it comes 
to modeling complex multi-domain engineering prob-
lems such as aircraft dynamics, industry robots, etc. In 
addition to the usefulness of the language the free open 
source OpenModelica platform opens the opportunities 
of interoperating with other tools and platforms. 
    The interoperability of the platform was demonstrat-
ed in this paper where the Modelica model, described 
in Appendix A, was simulated from Python. In this pa-
per the OpenModelica command interface was used to 
start the simulations from Python. This strategy uses 
the Python language for setting up the uncertain para-
meter and pass it to the OpenModelica and repeat this 
step as in Monte Carlo simulations.  

In addition to the parameter sweep initiated from 
Python the result is passed to MATLAB for further 
analyses. The result is then stored in a MATLAB file as 
a matrix after each step with additional commands for 
performing on these matrixes.  

A better and faster way for performing parameter 
sweep is to update the parameter initialization file and 
call the executable file in every step instead of calling 
the openmodelica compiler, 
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Appendix A The Studied Model 
The used Modelica example, above, that the Monte 
Carlo simulations are performed on in this paper is a 
model for feedback interactions between root bio-
mass and soil moisture. In this model the state va-
riables are the root biomass density, b, and the soil 
moisture saturation level, s. 
//  RootMoistureModel.mo 

model RootMoistureModel  
Real s(start=0.3), b(start=0.1),  
     T, L, Es;  
parameter Real c=0.43, B=12, u=0.125,  

Ke=0.01, I0=0.7, Kd=0.8, 
rainfall=0.4, Ks=0.4, Ki=0.6, 
Ku=0.3, Kc=1.0, sc=0.1, sh=0.03, 
sw=0.05, sfc=0.3, Ep=1, g=1, f=0.02, 
K3=0.1, r=0.2, Kb=1.2; 

equation 
der(s)=rainfall*(b+Ki*I0)/(b+Ki)- 

T*b-L*(b+Ks*Kd)/(b+Kd)-Es*(1-
Kb*b/(b+Ke))+r*s*b;  

//Soil water ODE // 
der(b)=c*s/(s+Kc)*T*b*(1-b)-u*(1 

-s/(s+Ku))*b7+r*s*b;  
//Root biomass balance ODE// 
Es = if s<=sh then 0  

           else if (sh<s and s<=sfc) then  
         Ep*(s-sh)/(sfc-sh)  
        else Ep*1; 

T = if s<=sw then 0  
         else if sw<s and s<sc then  
        g*(s-sw)/(sc-sw) 
       else g*1; 

L = if s<sfc then 0  
    else (1/(2.718^(B*(1-sfc))-    

       1))*(2.718^(B*(s-sfc))-1); 
end RootMoistureModel; 

 

The parameter c is the maximum water usage effi-
ciency converting the transpiration to root biomass. The 
B is a drainage parameter and u the maximum intrinsic 
death rate depending on soil moisture. The parameters 
Ke and Kd are saturation levels corresponding to the 
dependence of the bare soil evaporation, Es, on vegeta-
tion and drainage dependence on root biomass respec-
tively. The infiltration level in an unvegetated soil is set 
in K0. The parameters Ki, Ku, and Kc are saturation 
levels corresponding to the infiltration dependence on 
vegetation, intrinsic rate dependence on soil moisture, 
and root water usage efficiency on soil moisture. The 
faction of precipitation available for infiltration is set 
with s0 and scaled saturated hydraulic conductivity 
with Ks respectively. The sh and sw are responsible 
for the soil moisture saturation at hygroscopic point and 
permanent wilting point respectively. The parameter 
sc is the threshold of soil moisture saturation between 
which root mortality exceeds births.  The Ep is maxi-
mum bare soil evaporation under non-limiting soil 
moisture and sfc the soil moisture saturation at field 
capacity. The g is maximum transpiration parameter 
under non-limiting soil moisture. 

Appendix B The Python Code 
The Python scripts used in this example are described 
below. The execution flow, also shown in Fig 1. is:  

1. Initiating the uncertain parameter through a 
random generator. 

2. Calling the make_OMScript.py for setting up 
the *.mos script (input argument to the Open-
Modelica ompiler) 

http://www.eclipse.org/�
http://www.ida.liu.se/pelab�
http://www.mathworks.com/�
http://www.python.org/�


                       

3. Calling the OpenModelica compiler (starting a 
simulation) 

4. Retrieving the simulation result (sim.py)  
Iteration and passing the result to MATLAB. 

The file MC_RootMoisture.py sets up the uncertain 
parameter, makes the mos script, calls the OpenMode-
lica compierl with the mos script as argument and fi-
nally calling the MATLAB.    

 
#  MC_RootMoisture.py 

import sys,os, random 
global rain  # The uncertain variable 
global max_iter  
max_iter =  100 
random.seed() # random generator 
for k in range(1,max_iter): 
rain=str(random.uniform(0.1,0.8)) 
execfile('make_OMscript.py') 
   os.popen(r"OMCBIN\omc.exe  
         RootMoistureModel.mos").read() 
   execfile('sim.py') 
os.system(r’MATLABBIN\matlab.exe -r  
        OutputMatlab') # Calling matlab  

 
The make_make_script.py makes the OpenMo-

delica script file, mos-file with a new value of the un-
certain parameter. 

 
# make_OMscript.py 

mos_file=open('RootMoistureModel.mos', 

             'w',1) 
mos_file.write("loadFile(\" 
RootMoistureModel.mo\");\n")  
# Writing mos-commands 
mos_file.write("setComponentModifierValue 
       (RootMoistureModel,rainfall,Code 
       (="+str(rain)+") );\n")  
mos_file.write("simulate(RootMoistureModel 
       , stopTime=150);\n") 
mos_file.close() 

 
The sim.py is called after each simulation for re-

trieving the result and pass it to MATLAB. 
 

#sim.py 

def zeros(n): # vector initialization 
vec = [0.0] 
for i in range(int(n)-1):   
    vec = vec + [0.0] 
return vec 

res_file=open("RootMoistureModel_res.plt", 
        'r',1) # Opening the result file 
line= res_file.readline()  

# skip first line 
size=int(res_file.readline().split('=') 
        [1]) 

# Read simulation interval size 
time= zeros(size) 
b   = zeros(size) 

# Read the result to variables 
while line != ['DataSet: time\n']: 
  line=res_file.readline().split(',')[  
for j in range(int(size)): 
  time[j]=float(res_file.readline().split 
         (',')[0]) 
while line != ['DataSet: b\n']: 
  line=res_file.readline().split(',')[0:1] 
for j in range(int(size)): 
  b[j]=float(res_file.readline().split 
            (',')[1]) 
res_file.close() 

# pass results to MATLAB 
mat_file=open('OutputMatlab.m','a+',1) 
mat_file.write("%time b" + "\n") 
mat_file.write("b = [ \n") 
for i in range(int(size)) : 
mat_file.write(str(time[i])+","+ 
str(b[i])+ ";\n") 
mat_file.write("]; \n") 
mat_file.write("rain = "+str(rain)+ "; 

  \n") 
mat_file.write("mean_b = mean(b(:,2)) \n") 
mat_file.write("std_b = std(b(:,2)) \n") 
mat_file.write("figure(1); \n") 
mat_file.write("plot(b(:,1),b(:,2)); \n") 
mat_file.write("grid; \n")        
mat_file.write("hold on; \n")        
mat_file.write.close() 

 

It should be perhaps noted that there are other options 
for using the OpenModelica compiler interface. In this 
small example the *.mos file script was set up in 
every iteration. A faster way is to use the command 
buildModel once outside the iteration loop instead 
of the simulate command and set up the uncertainty 
parameter in the initial parameter file, RootMoistu-
reModel_init.txt instead of using the command 
setComponentModifierValue. Then the file 
RootMoistureModel.exe is just called in each 
step.   The reson why this method will be faster is that 
there is no need to restart the OMC in the iteration se-
quence. You only invoke one OMC. This can be im-
proved one step further by using the Corba interface of 
OpenModelica, [3].  
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